5th Latin American Conference on Statistical Computing
Date/Time
Date(s) – 19/04/2021 – 21/04/2021
Location
Ciudad de México
Deadline to submit an abstract
11/01/2021
The 5th Latin American Conference on Statistical Computing (LACSC 2021) will
be held in Ciudad de México, México, from April 19 to April 21 2021. The
conference was originally scheduled for 2020 but postponed to 2021 given the
worldwide emergency by COVID-19, the location and program will remain the
same. LACSC 2021 is jointly organized by the Department of Statistics and the
Department of Industrial & Operations Engineering of the Instituto Autónomo
de México (ITAM), the Latin American Regional Section of the International
Association for Statistical Computing (LARS-IASC) and the International
Statistical Institute (ISI).
The theme of the conference is
“Statistical
Computing
for
Intelligent Decision Making”. The
aim of LACSC is to foster the progress
of the theory, methods and practice
of statistical computing in Latin
America, and to become the main
meeting point of the statistical
computing scientific community in
LA. This year the call of papers of the
conference gives an account of the
interest of academics, scientists and
professionals in methodological aspects of statistical computing and relevant
applications for the Latin American community.
LACSC 2021 invites to submit papers, contributed paper sessions and invited
paper sessions before January 11, 2021. All the information is available at
http://lacsc2021.itam.mx

You cannot miss LACSC 2021! The Local Organizing Committee is also
organizing an interesting social program. Mexico City is the capital of the
United Mexican States (official name of the country). Originally this city was
built on an islet where some natives found an eagle devouring a snake and was
called Tenochtitlan. Chinampas for agriculture were built around it and
became the capital of the Aztec Empire. With the arrival of the Spaniards in
1521, Mexico City fell under its dominance and became the center of the
economic activity of the power of New Spain. Its outstanding colonial
architecture earned it recognition as the City of Palaces. Currently, Mexico City
stands in a valley surrounded by volcanoes, proud of its heritage, the product
of the fusion of two cultures. It is the largest and most populous city in Latin
America and one of the most dynamic capitals in the world; It has a large
number of museums, theaters, concert halls, archaeological ruins, theme
parks and recreational parks. Also, it offers a great gastronomic variety typical
of all regions of Mexico and the world. Please see more information on the
following
links:
https://www.visitmexico.com/en/
and
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/mexico/mexico-city

